Jamie is one of our most established influencers, and this is proven by her incredible credentials. Author to two travel books on Amazon, guest-blogger for the popular American website ‘Best Ever You’, writer for Japanese news website ‘Japan Today’ and not to mention international globe-trotter, having lived in four different countries.
Audience

- 73% Female
- 18 - 34 years old

Audience interests
- Beauty
- Travel
- Food

Demographic
- USA 27%
- UK 22%

Engagement (avg.)
2.6%

Avg likes 288
Avg comments 42

Recent Campaigns

- **Skin Doctors**
  - Engagement Rate: 3.5%

- **Figleaves**
  - Engagement Rate: 2.7%

Pricing

- Instagram Post
  - £300

- Instagram Story
  - £100

- Blog Post
  - £400